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RareBooksClub. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 32
pages. Original publisher: Washington, D. C. : U. S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Office
of Prices and Living Conditions, 2001 OCLC Number: (OCoLC)226694356 Subject: College costs -United States. Excerpt: . . . 95, for ease of exposition, we report summary statistics for only the most
recent year ( table 2 ) and means for all years ( table 3 ). Our analysis sample includes only 4-year
colleges that reported non-zero enrollment and expenditures with at least 20 of the student body
undergraduates, following Winston ( 1999 ). In addition, they must have a Carnegie classification
and must be located in the 50 U. S. states or 12 Washington DC. Like Winston, we exclude
Specialized Schools as well; Appendix I 13 describes these and the other Carnegie classifications.
There are missing values for particular data elements in some observations. In addition
observations may be missing for a particular school in a particular year for a variety of reasons. Most
straightforward is that a college may have failed to return the data in a given year. Colleges have an
incentive to provide data, since the...
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The most e ective publication i at any time go through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there had not been a worthy of looking at. Its been
printed in an extremely straightforward way which is merely soon a er i finished reading this publication where basically changed me, change the way in
my opinion.
-- Madyson Rutherford
It is really an awesome ebook which i have ever go through. It is actually writter in straightforward terms and not confusing. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written ebook.
-- Clotilde Wiegand
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